THE SPIRIT meets the adult Thomas Ohrner

THE SPIRIT aka Marc Hairapetian meets actor and talk show host Thomas "Tommi" Ohrner, the one and only "Timm Thaler" ("Tim Tyler: The Boy Who Lost His Laugh"). The leading actor of the legendary television series from 1979 (based on the novel by James Krüss) is special guest of the docusoap "Käpt´n Kasi - Auf hoher Spree" (TV release of his episode: December 14, 2015/German TV channel HISTORY) and looks in the age of 50 still youthful. The former pop singer has also a cameo appearance in the remake of "Timm Thaler" (directed by Andreas Dresen, starring Arved Friese as Timm, cinema release: December 22, 2016). Read soon the exclusive SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM interview with Thomas Ohrner about his childhood and adult career.

Marc Hairapetian for SPIRIT - EIN LÄCHELN IM STURM (SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM)
Second meeting at preview of HISTORY docusoap "Käpt’n Kasi - Auf hoher Spree" aboard a ship called 'MS Rhein' near Berlin's Oberbaumbruecke on November 3, 2015 in Berlin (photo by PR/HISTORY/Getty/Bilan)

Thomas Ohrner as Timm Thaler and Horst Frank as the modern devil Baron de Lefouet (taken from the original soundtrack cover)